Ergonomic Vendors Resource

Following are links to vendors that offer ergonomic solutions for businesses. This list is not all-encompassing, and United Heartland does not endorse any products or vendors listed in this resource. The links are for informational and reference purposes only.

**Lift Tables**
- Lift Products, Inc. – [Lift Products](#)
- L.K. Goodwin Co. – [L.K. Goodwin](#)
- Lift-Tables.net – [Lift-tables.net](#)
- Northern Tool + Equipment – [Northern Tool](#)
- Southworth – [Southworth](#)
- Bushman Equipment, Inc. (Large Lift Tables) – [Bushman](#)
- Global Industrial – [Global Industrial](#)
- Fastenal – [Fastenal](#)

**Tool Balances**
- Grainger – [Grainger](#)
- Mountz – [Mountz Torque](#)
- Packers Kromer – [Packers Kromer](#)
- Express Assembly Products – [Express Assembly](#)
- Ingersoll Rand – [Ingersoll Rand](#)
- Flexible Assembly Systems Inc. – [Flexible Assembly](#)

**Laundry Carts w/ Spring-Loaded Lifts**
- ModROTO – [ModROTO](#)
- Sustainable Transport Packaging – [Sustainable Transport Packaging](#)
- Zoro Tools – [Zoro Tools](#)
- Reusable Transport Packaging – [Reusable Transpack*](#)
  * Depending on the size needed, a more cost-effective option may be purchasing the basket and then also purchasing a lift to insert into it.

- ULINE – [ULine Basket Trucks, ULine Basket Truck Lifts](#)

If you are satisfied with your current cart, these lifts can be purchased to fit the carts you already have:

**Anti-Fatigue Mats**
- DirectMat – [DirectMat](#)
- American Floor Mat – [American Floor Mats](#)
- XpressMats – [XpressMats](#)
- ULINE – [ULine](#)
- Rhino Mats – [Rhino Mats](#)
Our safety evaluations, reports and recommendations are made solely to assist your organization in reducing hazards and the potential of hazards and accidents. These recommendations were developed from conditions observed and information provided at the time of our visit. They do not attempt to identify every possible loss potential, hazard or risk, nor do they guarantee that workplace accidents will be prevented. These safety evaluations, reports and recommendations are not a substitute for ongoing, well-researched internal safety and risk management programs. This report does not warrant that the property inspected and its operations are compliant with any law, rule or regulation.

United Heartland is the marketing name for United Wisconsin Insurance Company, a member of AF Group. All policies are underwritten by a licensed insurer subsidiary of AF Group.